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Pilon fractures – 
Planning the procedure 



Planning the procedure 

is the to success 

l Prepare yourself and the 

patient for all eventualities 

l Review all possible solutions 

l Foresee all problems 

l Create a master plan 

l Be prepared to divert from it at 

any point 

 



 The pilon fracture is a soft tissue injury 

with an accidental broken bone inside… 



High energy pilon fxs 

l Anatomic joint 

reconstruction improves 

outcome 

l Bad long-term functional 

results 



Complications with acute ORIF 

 Previously reported 

wound complications 

2-39% 
 Ovadia 1986 

 Dilin 1986 

 Bourne 1983 

 Teeny 1993 

 McFerran 1992 

 Wursch 1996 

 

 



Staged protocols 



Complication rates with ORIF after 

staged/ delayed final fixations 

Sirkin et al, JOT 1999 

l 3- 5% infections in closed, 12-

20% in open fxs 



Initial treatment 

 



 



Do NOT do staged protocols unless 

1. You are the surgeon following through 

2. Fibula can be reconstructed anatomically 

3. Final approaches are known 

 



Timing of final ORIF 



Strategy for final fx treatment 

 Fracture pattern  

 Soft tissues 

 Approaches  

 Reduction 

 Fixation 



Final ORIF 

1. Pull the fibula out to length and fix it 

2. Reduce the joint 

3. Bone graft the metaphyseal void 

4. Buttress the tibial deformity 

 



Final ORIF 
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Strategy for final fx treatment 

Call a friend…. 



Some basic features to evaluate 

l Varus or valgus? 



Some basic features to evaluate 

l Fibula broken or intact? 



Some basic features to evaluate 



Some basic features to evaluate 

homeland 



Some basic features to evaluate 

homeland 



Approaches 

Which approach(es) do I need to reduce the fractures 

and place my hardware? 



our preferred extensile approach 



our preferred extensile approach 



my preferred extensile approach 

Høifødt et al, 2014 

(unpublished data) 

l n=63 (51 closed, 12 open) 

l 6/ 63 patients reoperated 

for complications 

l 4 were deep infections 



When is a posterior approach indicated? 







When is a posterior approach indicated? 



When is a posterior approach indicated? 



When is a posterior approach indicated? 



Summary planning 

 Fracture pattern  

 Soft tissues 

 Approaches  

 Reduction 

 Fixation 



Tasks final ORIF 

1. Pull the fibula out to length and fix it 

2. Reduce the joint 

3. Bone graft the metaphyseal void 

4. Buttress the tibial deformity 

 


